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record, in chronological order as far as possible, of the day-to-day
drama, political, financial and economic, of the restored State,
with Pilsudski as the central figure, the whole treated from a
sympathetic but not a propagandist point of view. My material
has been derived from many sources, and carefully collated; a
list of the books, magazines, pamphlets and newspapers to which
I am indebted is given in the Bibliography at the end of the
volume; the important and highly informative works of Dyboski
and Smogorzewski were particularly helpful. I have had much
kind assistance and advice from friends and others in Poland and
elsewhere, for which I am most grateful, but they are too numer-
ous for individual mention, yet I must not omit to name my
Warsaw secretary, Mile. Anna Klochowicz, for her invaluable
research work.
In the spelling of proper nouns Polish usage has been followed
throughout the book, except as regards Christian names, as, for
example, Ladislas, and of names of cities, rivers and so on, as
Warsaw, Cracow, Vilna, the Vistula, which have standardized
English forms. The Index not only contains short biographical
notes in supplement of the narrative, but gives the pronunciation
of some Polish names. In not a few Polish words the collocation
of consonants seems to be intimidating, but is less so if it is kept
in mind that ess stands for tch, aar for sh, and szcz for shtch, while
rz is the same as the French j9 the Polish j equalling y or i, c
represents ts, and u is oo: thus Zbrucz is pronounced Zbrootch;
Orssta, Orsha; Szczara, Shtchara; Mossyrz9 Mosich; Polock,
Polotsk; and Bug, Boog. The termination in is pronounced een,
e.g. Lublin becomes Loobleen. To simplify the Polish spelling the
Polish accents have been omitted and the crossed Polish / replaced
by the ordinary letter. In such words as Stanislawow the w is
given as v in the text, as that is how the letter is sounded; so
Noz;ogrodek, Su0alki, etc.
Footnotes have been avoided altogether, references being pro-
vided in the body of the narrative. The general omission of
personal titles, except in quotations, implies no discourtesy or
disrespect, as it was made solely to save space.
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